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We are a small and young team from India passionate about the future. SOCO is a
fresh new approach to how we attract opportunities for ourselves through our
proof of work and collaboration. Our mission is to help individuals land
opportunities with their proof of work. Proof of work is changing the way we build
our personal brand, collaborate with others, or land opportunities in our careers
and life. We make it super easy.

We provide a student-driven platform where students and competitive
professionals can upload academic and career-related work and convert it into a
portfolio and allows students to include a wide range of media, such as Articles,
Assignments, Blogs, Skill videos, and Projects, which can help them demonstrate a
broader range of skills and capabilities. This is useful for students who may not
have a lot of professional experience yet, but have strong skills and capabilities.





We are delighted to announce that we
are the winners of the USA Change-
Maker Seed Grant 2021 by @startup.xs
and organized by Plihantrophia Inc..
Out of 1232 applications from 75
different countries, thesocialcomment
team from India won the competition.
From dreaming to living a dream!

2021 Winner: Change-Makers Seed Grant Nominated by India 500 Startup awards
as a most promising IT startup.

Nailed under Asia's top 500 startups by
Innoprenuers.

Our company was nominated as the
most promising technology startup by
India 500 Startup Awards for the quality
of excellence. Benchmark trust
organized the event, which included
Media partner CNBC Awaaz, Supporting
partner Bombay stock exchange, and
Knowledge partner TQV.

We are one of the top 500 startups in the
South Asia. On the occasion of its sixth
edition, we were a part of India's most
happening startup on contest in South
Asia. We were recognized one of the top
500 startups in South Asia. Whereas main
partners were German corporations
discover dollar portescap and it was an
initiative taken by lemon ideas.
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